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Surprise your friends with the new Real Boutin TB-1 Distortion Pedal, a new take on the classic Distortion pedal. The TB-1
is a self-oscillating, high-gain distortion circuit with no feedback and a high threshold. It offers fast transient response
and a frequency range from approximately 25 Hz to 18 kHz, with a +6dB peak of 96dB or more at 15kHz. It is perfect for
reproducing classic distortion sounds and original character with the right amount of noise, twang, and bite. The TB-1
gives you wide-ranging distortion that’s great for overdriven guitars, basses, and vocals. Its tube-powered circuit
provides a high-gain alternative to the LMF-1. In addition to the distortion mode, the TB-1 features a clean boost mode
for guitar, bass, and synth tones. The option to bypass the distortion circuit to just boost the input signal is perfect for
clean guitar tones. There is no guitar or bass preset patch included and a selection of delay and reverb effects are
provided. The TB-1 features a true bypass with no output if not in its modulation mode. When in Modulation mode, the
TB-1 can be used with normal bypass to create an incredible variety of tones. It also features a 9v TIP-2 alkaline battery
or 8VDC. A real new tool for today's session guitarist. The TB-1 Distortion Pedal was created by Andy the owner of Real
Boutin. Andy's main purpose is to produce, design and endorse a quality product. Having many years of professional
knowledge in sound engineering, he then create all products in his UK workshop with high-tech equipment and software.
With many years of professional experience and his vast knowledge on guitar, he created the first Pedal to add distortion
on guitar. NAMM 2017 preview The new Real Boutin TB-1 Distortion Pedal is coming with a unique sound and a vintage
feel. Its high-gain features and unique bypass trigger allow a wide range of tones. The authentic Floyd sound of the TB-1
Distortion Pedal is created using a high-powered, transparent distortion circuit, high gain and a true bypass. This is a
100% stand alone pedal and with no feedback, the TB-1 Distortion Pedal does not alter the sound of your guitar. The high-
gain Distortion circuit on

Distorted Chorus LE [Mac/Win]

A collection of 10 effect variations based on the well-known Emu e6400 Distorted Chorus. Play it in a wide range of
presets as a standard chorus effect. The effect is controlled by 3 LFOs. LFO1 is used for control of the filter resonance
and LFO2 for control of the delay time and LFO3 is used for control of the filter cutoff. The effect is also available in the
latest version of EXS24 and can be used on external effect machines. In the following you can find a list of the presets
and options of the Distorted Chorus LE Product Key plugin: • Sound: Distorted Chorus • Chorus Preset: Use the default
preset; the preset of the distortion should be changed in the setting for “Duck Chorus” • Volume: The volume of the filter
cutoff can be increased or decreased by changing the value in the range settings • Delay Time: The delay time can be
adjusted by using the LFO2 (second LFO) • Filter Resonance: The resonance of the filter can be adjusted by changing the
value of the LFO1 (first LFO) • Cutoff: A slightly different cutoff can be obtained by using the LFO2 • Detune: A detune
can be controlled by the LFO3 • Pan L/R: The pan position of the sound can be changed by using the LFO2 • LFO Rate:
The rate of LFO 1-3 can be changed. Explanation • The filter cutoff is a type of a band-pass filter. If the band-pass filter is
adjusted to high frequencies, e.g., the cutoff will be reduced. • The delay time is defined as the number of samples it
takes for the input to reach the output. • The filter resonance can be described as the slope of the filter at the filter
cutoff. If the filter is wide open, the slope is 0 but if the filter is closed, it has a slope of 1. • The filter cutoff defines the
maximum frequency of the sound. • The LFO1 is used for control of the filter resonance and LFO2 for control of the delay
time and LFO3 for control of the filter cutoff. • By decreasing the value of LFO1, the filter resonance will be increased, by
increasing LFO2 the delay time will be increased and by increasing LFO3, the filter cutoff will be reduced. b7e8fdf5c8
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Apply phase distortion with extreme settings of +/- 30 degrees, control your guitar or voice with the sweep control and
enjoy your distortion! Obviously, the Distorted Chorus LE effect needs a really dirty and distorted sound source to work
well. Highly recommended for: METAL, PUNK, EXTREME CREDO The effect features the following controls and features:
• Controls: - Sweep Control • Filter Type: - High Pass • Filter Q: - 50 • Band Width: - Low Pass • Filter Gain: - Low/High
• Velocity: - Absolute/Velocity • Linear Ramp • Min / Max Gain • High / Low Gains • Stereo Output Right after a live set I
use the second part of this sound to put on my track, it’s the perfect effect for a video I made for a big company in
London. (Bass drive and a lot of fuzz). The company loves it because they don’t need any further effects, as it’s a great
way to add some dirt to their track and make it unique! Of course you can change your own preset parameters. Features:
- Over 100 sounds in the presets - Easy to use - Pre-defined presets available in the demo version - True bypass
- Supports 96kHz/24bit - 12dB/Octave pedal effects - 4V/Octave pedal effects - 1/6, 1/12, 1/24 loop - 11 velocity, 13
pressure, 43 delay and 26 spacing controls - 9 arpeggiator buttons - 5 rotary controls - 60 factory patches in the demo
version - Looping mode (1 - 3 loops) - Optional real effects modulation (Rotary 19,16,14,12,10) - Simplistic UI - Easy to
use thanks to automatic parameter correction - 4-band EQ - Dynamics processing - Distortion - Auto Reverb - User easy
to use presets format - Independent parallel routing of 12 presets with different parameters - 

What's New in the Distorted Chorus LE?

- LFO based Wet/Dry control - Built in LFO - 2 Envelopes - Audio and Pitch Shift controls - Distortion level - Fix Pitch, Filter
cutoff and Gain - High and Low Level outputs - Distortion waves - Normalized to 0db - 3 presets You can use or not the
pre-distorted sound. Distorted Chorus LE Download: In soundfont format includes: Redrum is a SF2 plugin that sounds
like the classic Redrum from Roland. It is a little bit outside the box. I describe it as an “ambient analog chorus”, where
the high frequencies are added to the overall chorus sound. You can get it for free or for a very limited time for your own
blog, website or personal use. See The plugin uses CA Echo Free technology ( to make it look good, but requires no
patches to have it sound good. A truly unique effect, probably one of the nicest analog effects I’ve heard. Heavy Db
Chorus combines legendary values from the Roland chorus of the 1970’s with some modern technology to create a
unique sound. This is not some cheap overdrive such as the “chorus” knob on your amp. The plugin delivers a fully-
defined chorus while retaining the warmth and dynamics of the original. The effect also includes Roland delays on the
chorus signal to simulate a chorus preamplifier or plate reverb. The plugin uses CA Echo Free technology ( to make it
look good, but requires no patches to have it sound good. A truly unique effect, probably one of the nicest analog effects
I’ve heard. While these effects are unique, you can find a lot of after market effects with similar functionality. Huge fan of
Distorted Chorus (which is the only chorus effect I use as the only chorus effect in my DAW) and wanted to make a
version that actually includes the Chorus Stage? And so I created this. I’ve gone through the entire chorus stage and
included everything that
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System Requirements:

Units: 2,000 CPU: Intel Pentium III RAM: 1 GB HDD: 70 GB Software: Game directory size: 4.6 GB Game size: 47 GB
Introduction: Reign Of Fire is a fast paced RTS game that has been played by millions of PC gamers. It has the following
features: - Hundreds of units that can destroy each other and the terrain (Monsters) - Real time terrain and sky
movement (Enemies can move under
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